Chipper Champ Pro
What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Chipper Champ Pro apart?
The Chipper Champ Pro incorporates stand-out features which not only streamline operating
processes but add additional tangible benefits for dealers, pit bosses and managers alike.
Features and Benefits
Sorts up to 500 chips per minute
Built-in large 7” Touch Screen Display
Two built-in security cameras
On screen chip column count
Designed for low maintenance
Quick and easy 'one chip' programming
Handles various chip diameters from 37mm - 43mm
'Hot Swapping' allows for two columns to easily be swapped
Patented automatic variable speed
Integrates with Table Game Performance
Built in diagnostics and error indicators
Multilingual user interface

New Stand-out Features
The next generation of TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s world leading chipping
machine has arrived. The Chipper Champ Pro incorporates all the
key attributes of the world-beating Chipper Champ 2 but with
new stand-out features that include an innovative fold away touch
screen, providing more information to casino personnel right on the
gaming floor and enhanced security through two built-in cameras
with LED lights.

Enhanced Security
The built-in cameras are a valuable addition to casino security
measures, as well as assisting with any maintenance issues. The
internal cameras allows Dealers/Supervisors to see inside the
Chipper without needing to remove any panels and interrupt the
game. The new cameras have LED lights, one inside the hopper
and one behind the curved door and can quickly and easily
identify any rogue objects that may be in the Chipper.

Improved Chip Count Display

The Chipper Champ Pro removes the need to connect a PC by
downloading data from a Roulette Wheel and delivering powerful
wheel insights direct to the Chipper’s digital display screen. Wheel
Bias reporting and Inclinometer levelling information are available
as an optional feature, requiring limited additional hardware
connecting to the wheel. Now operators can quickly and easily
identify any potential issues from the gaming floor. Furthermore,
any recorded video snippets can be downloaded onto a USB stick
and there is also the ability to copy user settings from one Chipper
to another. Role based permissions can be allocated and assigned
to users or user groups providing extra security by allocating roles
to user key fobs.
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The Chipper Champ Pro features an improved chip count display
with information displayed on an easy to read graph for individual
and virtual columns. Set up or programming can also be accessed
via the touch screen display.

Powerful Wheel Insights

Let’s get technical
Height
Width
Depth

870mm
1101mm
567mm

Colour Selection

Black

Operating Voltage

200-240V +10% (230V Model) / 110-120V +10% (120V Model)

Frequency

50-60Hz

Power Consumption

40W (Standby) /110W (Powered up, but not sorting) / 220W (Sorting)

Compatible Products

Table Game Performance

Important information can now be viewed on the built-in display

Pocket Frequency

727mm

870mm

Chip Column Count
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567mm

1101mm
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